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Motivation (1)
Large amounts of data are being collected both
by organisations in the private and public sectors,
as well as by individuals
Much of these data are about people, or they are
generated by people
Financial, shopping, and travel transactions
Electronic health records
Tax, social security, and census records
Emails, tweets, SMSs, Facebook posts, etc.

Analysing such data can provide huge benefits
to businesses, governments and researchers
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Motivation (2)
Often data from different sources need to be
integrated and linked
To allow data analyses that are impossible on individual
databases
To enrich data with additional information
To improve data quality

Lack of unique entity identifiers means that linking
is often based on personal information
When databases are linked across organisations,
maintaining privacy and confidentiality is vital
Population informatics is concerned with studies
of society (groups of people)
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Motivating example:
Health surveillance (1)
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Motivating example:
Health surveillance (2)
Preventing the outbreak of epidemics requires
monitoring of occurrences of unusual patterns in
symptoms, ideally in real time
Data from many different sources will need to be
collected continuously (including immigration and
travel records; doctors, emergency and hospital
admissions; drug purchases in pharmacies; social network
data; possibly even animal health data)

Privacy concerns arise if such data are stored
and linked at a central location
Such data sets are large, dynamic, complex,
and distributed, and they require linking and
analysis in near real time
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What is Population informatics?
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The digital society
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What is a social genome?
The collection of data
about members of a
society that are
captured in ever-larger
and ever-more complex
databases (such as
government
administrative data,
operational data, social
media data etc.)
Almost everything we do is recorded digitally
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The cost of the digital society
There is no turning back!
Personal information is already being used
without meaningful consent
Marketing: Target predicting pregnancies based on
buying patterns
Campaigning: Obama 2012
Intelligence: Edward Snowden data leakage,
Australian government metadata collection

Facebook, Gmail, LinkedIn, etc. are free!
Are they?
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Why not reap the benefits too?
The ability to answer questions about human
populations in near real time using distributed
data sets that are large, complex, dynamic and
diverse has the potential to transform social,
behavioural, economic, and health sciences.
Could lead to more informed and effective policy
decisions and allocations of public resources
What is the long term impact of moving to managed
care?
What effect does teacher pay in middle school have
on college grades?

Answers could easily be derived from relevant
data sets
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How do we reap the benefits too?
Population informatics overarching question:
How can we use the abundance of existing digital data
about people, aka Big Data (such as government
administrative data, electronic health records, etc.)
to support accurate evidence based decisions for policy,
management, legislation, evaluation, and research,
while protecting the confidentiality of individual subjects
of the data?
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Primary methodology: Data science
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Population informatics
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Population informatics hierarchy
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Three types of data scientists
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Is it new?
Data Science for Social Good (DSSG)
Computational social science
Population informatics
Simulations (such as agent based modelling)

Population informatics
Business analytics
Social computing: social network data analysis
Policy informatics
Computational journalism
Computational transportation
Computational epidemiology
...
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Traditional science vs Data science
Traditional science:
Start from nowhere

Data science:
Start from everywhere
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Consumer Price Index (CPI)
A statistical estimate constructed using the prices
of a sample of representative items whose prices
are collected periodically
Calculated by most national statistical agencies
For example, every year since 1913 by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
The annual percentage change in a CPI is
used as a measure of inflation
A frequently asked question:
What is the real level of inflation?
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Inflation
There was a widespread claim:
The Argentine government has been manipulating the
official inflation indexes since 2007

Questions:
Is it possible to evaluate this claim?
If possible, how can we evaluate it?
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Inflation
There was a widespread claim:
The Argentine government has been manipulating the
official inflation indexes since 2007

Questions:
Is it possible to evaluate this claim?
If possible, how can we evaluate it?

Possible approach:
Construct price indexes with online data to obtain
alternative inflation estimates in countries where official
estimates have lost their credibility
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Billion Prices Project (BPP)
A project started by professors Alberto Cavallo
and Roberto Rigobon at MIT
BPP covers daily price fluctuations of ∼5 million
items sold by ∼300 online retailers in more than
70 countries
BPP collects price information from hundreds of
online retailers on a daily basis, using a technique
called “web scraping", which uses:
HTML tags to locate relevant information about a
product and store it in a database
The web address or URL of the page to classify
products into standardised categories
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Evaluation results – Latin american
countries (1)
Online and official price indexes:
Brazil
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Source: [Cavallo, Journal of Monetary Economics, 2013]
(also following two slides)
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Evaluation results – Latin american
countries (2)
Online and official annual inflation rates:
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Evaluation results – Argentina
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Comparison

Source: [Kum, 2015, Annual Conference on Society for Social Work and Research,
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https://secure.sswr.org/2015RMW3.pdf]
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Knowledge base synthesis
Knowledge base synthesis is the process of
ingestion, disambiguation and enrichment of
entities from a variety of structured and
unstructured data sources
Sheer scale of the data
⇒ Hundreds of millions of entities daily
Diverse domains
⇒ From hundreds of data sources
Diverse requirements
⇒ Multiple tenants, such as Locals, Movies,
Deals, and Events in (for example) the
Yahoo! website
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Challenges
Size
Large data size
Heterogeneous input formats and schemas
Diverse data quality
Domains
Multiple domains
Heterogeneous output formats and schemas
Across time and space
History-aware knowledge-bases
Persistence
Incremental maintenance
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Web Of Object (WOO)
Goal: To enable various products in Yahoo! to
synthesise knowledge-bases of entities relevant
to their domains [Bellare et al., VLDB, 2013]
Desiderata:
Coverage: the fraction of real-world entities
Accuracy: information must be accurate
Linkage: the level of connectivity of entities
Identifiability: one and only one identifier for a
real-world entity
Persistence/content continuity: variants of the same
entity across time must be linked
Multi-tenant: be useful to multiple portals
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The WOO architecture (1)

Source: [Bellare et al., VLDB, 2013]
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The WOO architecture (2)

Importer takes a collection of data sources as input (like
XML feeds, RDF content, Relational Databases, or other
custom formats)
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The WOO architecture (3)

Each data source is converted into a common format
called the WOO schema
The WOO Parcel, containing only the attributes needed
for matching, is pushed to the Builder
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The WOO architecture (4)

Builder performs the entity deduplication and produces
a clustering decision, including (1) blocker, (2) matcher,
(3) connected component generator, and (4) group
refiner
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The WOO architecture (5)

Finaliser is responsible for handling the persistence of
object identifiers and the blending of the attributes of the
(potentially many) entities that are being merged
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The WOO architecture (6)

Exporter generates a fully integrated and de-duplicated
knowledge-base, both in a format consistent with the
WOO schema and in any custom format
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The WOO architecture (7)

Curation enables domain experts to influence the
system behaviour through a set of GUIs, such as:
forcing or disallowing certain matches between entities,
or by editing attribute values
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Privacy, confidentiality, security
Privacy: Don’t Ask
Confidentiality: Don’t Tell
Important for population informatics
Data governance
Ethics of data use

Privacy: Not technical, but social
Security: Tools used for privacy
Access control (who has access to what resource?)
Authentication (who are you?)
Encryption
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Privacy is a budget constrained
problem
Differential privacy proves each query leads to
some privacy loss while providing some utility in
terms of data analysis (adding random noise to a
database to minimise risk of identifying its records)

The goal is to achieve the maximum utility under
a fixed privacy budget
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Information accountability
Very clear transparency in the use of the data
Disclosure: Declared in writing, so when
something goes wrong the right people are held
accountable (data use agreements)
It works! Primary method used to protect financial
data (credit report system)
Internet: Crowdsourced auditing (public access
Institutional Review Board, IRB)
Logs and audits: What to log, how to keep
tamperproof log
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Privacy-by-design (1)
Goes beyond the narrow view of privacy as
anonymity
Attempts to meaningfully design privacy
principles and protection into the full system
(from the beginning of the development process to
deployment, use, and ultimate disposal)

Personal data are hazardous but valuable
research material
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Privacy-by-design (2)
Personal data are hazardous but valuable
research material
Important to have proper systems in place that
give protection
But allow for continued research in a safe manner
(de-identified when possible)
All hazardous material need standards
Safe environments to handle them in, like closed
computer server system lab
Proper handling procedures, like what software
are allowed to run on the data
Safe containers to store them (database system)
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System of access models

Goal: To design an information system that can
enforce the varied continuum from one end to the
other such that one can balance privacy and
usability as needed to turn data into decisions for
a given task
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Privacy protection mechanism
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Comparison of risk and usability
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Disclosure limitations
The broad array of methods used to protect
confidentiality of statistical data
Filter the raw data to block what is revealed
Disclosure-limiting masking: Transformations of
the data whereby there is a specific functional
relationship (possibly stochastic) between the
masked values and the original data
Summarisation / generalisation
Suppression
Swapping
Add noise
Simulated data
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Privacy as contextual integrity
Helen Nissenbaum (NYU Law School)
[Washington Law Review, 2004]

A conceptual framework for understanding
privacy expectations and their implications
developed in the literature on law, public policy,
and political philosophy
Privacy protection / Violation
Social norms of expectation (on use, sharing, etc.)
Due diligence
Quantifying harm: loss of job
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Tea/coffee break
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Linking and integrating databases
Linking and integrating records that represent the
same entity in one or more databases improves
data quality and enriches data for further analysis
Known as record linkage, data matching, entity
resolution, object identification, merge-purge,
duplicate detection, and various other names
Linked data empower efficient and quality data
analysis and mining
Record linkage is required in many applications:
(health-care, government services, crime and fraud
detection, national security, business applications, and
more recently population informatics)
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Applications of record linkage
Health data mining and analytics
(epidemiological or adverse drug reaction studies)

National security and crime investigation
(effective identification of fraud, crime, or terrorism
suspects)

Population informatics
(for example, the Beyond 2011 program by the Office of
National Statistics (ONS) in the UK aimed at producing
population and socio-demographics statistics for the UK
by using record linkage)

Business mailing lists (de-duplication of customer
databases for effective marketing)

Geocode matching (with reference address data)
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Challenges of record linkage
Scalability: Every record from a database
potentially needs to be compared with all records
from other databases
Linkage quality: Unique entity identifiers are not
available in the databases to be linked
Approximate matching of personal identifiers
(such as names and addresses) is required
For example, which records represent the same person?
Dr Smith, Peter

42 Miller Street 2602 O’Connor

Pete Smith

42 Miller St 2600 Canberra A.C.T.

P. Smithers

24 Mill Rd 2600 Canberra ACT

Privacy: A big concern when using sensitive
personal information across organisations
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The record linkage process
Matches
Database
DA

Data pre−
processing
Blocking/
filtering

Database
DB

Comparison

Classifica−
tion

Non−
matches

Clerical
review

Possible
matches

Evaluation

Data pre−
processing

Databases are pre-processed (cleaned and standardised)
Scalability is addressed by blocking/filtering
Candidate pairs are compared and classified (into
matches, non-matches, and possible matches)
Clerical review is conducted on possible matches
Results are evaluated in terms of complexity and quality
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Record linkage techniques (1)
Blocking / filtering
Blocking groups records according to a criteria
(blocking key) such that records from the same
group need to be compared
Filtering prunes non-matches based on
similarity-dependent characteristics (such as
lengths, prefixes, etc.)
Results in candidate record pairs/sets to be
compared
Various techniques have been developed
(including standard (phonetic) blocking, sorted
neighbourhood, and canopy clustering; and filtering
techniques such as PP-Join)
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Record linkage techniques (2)
Comparison
Exact matching of record pairs, if a unique
identifier of high quality is available: precise,
robust, stable over time
(for example Social security or Medicare numbers)
In the absence of a unique identifier, exact matching of
identifying attributes, such as names, does not provide
accurate matching due to data errors and variations

Approximate matching employs comparison
functions that provide a numerical similarity for a
compared record pair (between 0 and 1)
Various comparison functions have been
developed (such as edit distance, Jaro-Winkler,
Jaccard and Dice coefficients)
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Record linkage techniques (3)
Classification
Rule-based or threshold-based uses a set of
rules or similarity thresholds to classify the
compared record pairs (into matches, non- matches,
and possible matches)

Probabilistic record linkage [Fellegi and Sunter, 69]
Uses personal identifying attributes for linking
(such as names, addresses and dates of birth)
Calculates match weights for attributes

Machine learning
Supervised learning requires training data
(record pairs with known true match status)
Unsupervised learning (clustering)
Active learning or semi-supervised
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Advanced classification:
Active learning and group linkage
Active learning
Semi-supervised by human-machine interaction
Overcomes the problem of supervised learning that
requires training data
Selects a sample of record pairs to be manually
classified (budget constraints)
Trains and improves the classification model using
manually labelled data

Group linkage
Conducts pair-wise linking of individual records
Calculates group similarities using Jaccard or weighted
similarities (based on pair-wise similarities)
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Advanced classification:
Graph-based linkage
Based on structure between groups of records
(for example linking households from different censuses)
One graph per household, finds best matching graphs
using both record attribute and structural similarities
Edge attributes are information that does not change
over time (like age differences)
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Advanced classification:
Collective entity resolution
Considers relational similarities not just attribute
similarities
Paper 2

w1=?

?

Susan Grey
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John Black

Dave White

Paper 3
w2=?

Paper 1

(A1, Dave White, Intel)
(A2, Don White, CMU)
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(A4, John Black, MIT)
(A5, Joe Brown, unknown)
(A6, Liz Pink, unknown)
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(P6, Liz Pink / D. White)

Adapted from: [Kalashnikov and Mehrotra, ACM TODS, 2006]
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Clerical review and evaluation
Clerical review
Record pairs classified as possible matches need to
be manually assessed and classified into matches or
non-matches
A time-consuming (budget) and error-prone process
(accuracy)
Active learning can be used for clerical review

Evaluation
Complexity (or scalability) using measures such
as run-time, memory consumption, number of
comparisons (reduction ratio)
Linkage quality using measures such as pairs
completeness, precision, recall, and F-score
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Privacy-preserving record linkage
(PPRL)
Objective of PPRL is to perform linkage across
organisations using masked (encoded) records
such that besides certain attributes of the
matched records no information about the
sensitive source data can be learned by any
party involved in the linking, or any external party
Database
DA

Database
DB

Data pre−
processing

Data pre−
processing

Data
masking

Blocking/
filtering

Blocking/
filtering

Matches

Comparison

Classifica−
tion

Non−
matches

Data
masking

Clerical
review

Possible
matches

Evaluation
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PPRL: An example scenario
A demographer who aims to investigate how
mortgage stress is affecting different people with
regard to their mental and physical health
She will need data from financial institutions,
government agencies (social security, health, and
education), and private sector providers (such as
health insurers)
It is unlikely she will get access to all these
databases (for commercial or legal reasons)
She only requires access to some attributes of the
records that are linked, but not the actual
identities of the linked individuals (but personal
details are needed to conduct the actual linkage)
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PPRL protocols
DA

Database
owner
A

1. Parameters

2. Masked data
3. Record IDs
of matches

Database
owner
B

1. Parameters

DB

2. Masked data

DA
3. Record IDs
of matches

Linkage
unit

Database
owner
A

2. Masked data

2. Masked data

Database
owner
B

DB

3. Record IDs
of matches

Three-party protocols
Use a linkage unit to conduct or facilitate linkage

Two-party protocols
Only the two database owners participate in the linkage

Multi-party protocols
Linking records from multiple databases (with or
without a linkage unit)
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Adversary models
Honest-but-curious (HBC) model assumes that
parties follow the protocol while being curious to
find about another party’s data
HBC model does not prevent collusion
Most existing PPRL protocols assume HBC model

Malicious model assumes that parties behave
arbitrarily (do not follow the protocol)
Evaluating privacy under malicious model is difficult

Accountable computing and covert model
Allow for proofs if a party has followed the protocol or
the misbehaviour can be detected with high probability
Lower complexity than malicious and more secure
than HBC
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Attack methods
Dictionary attacks
An adversary masks a list of known values using existing
masking functions until a matching masked value is
identified (a keyed masking approach, like HMAC, can
help prevent this attack)

Frequency attacks
Frequency distribution of masked values is matched with
the distribution of known values

Cryptanalysis attack
A special category of frequency attack applicable to
Bloom filter based masking

Collusion
A set of parties (in multi-party or three-party protocols)
collude with the aim to learn about another party’s data
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PPRL techniques
First generation (mid 1990s): exact matching only
using simple hash encoding
Second generation (early 2000s): approximate
matching but not scalable (PP versions of edit
distance and other string comparison functions)

Third generation (mid 2000s): take scalability into
account (often a compromise between PP and
scalability, some information leakage accepted)

Different approaches have been developed for
PPRL, so far no clear best technique
For example based on Bloom filters, embedding space,
generalisation, noise addition, or secure multi-party
computation (SMC)
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PPRL techniques: Secure
hash-encoding
Use a one-way hash function (like SHA) to
encode values and then compare hash-codes
Having only access to hash-codes will make it
nearly impossible to learn their original input
values
But dictionary and frequency attacks are possible
Single character difference in input values results
in completely different hash codes
For example:
‘peter’ → ‘101010. . .100101’
‘pete’ → ‘011101. . .011010’

Only exact matching is possible
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PPRL techniques: Reference values
and embedding
Reference values
Values extracted from a publicly available source in the
same domain (e.g. telephone directory) or randomly
generated values
Calculate similarities between private values using the
similarities of each private value with the reference
value (triangular inequality)

Embedding space:
Embeds records into multi-dimensional space while
preserving the distances
Difficult to determine the dimension of space and
select suitable pivots
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PPRL techniques: Noise and
differential privacy
Noise addition:
Extra (fake) records to perturb data
Overcomes frequency attack (improves privacy) at the
cost of more comparisons and loss in linkage quality
(due to false matches)

Differential privacy:
Alternative to noise addition
The probability of holding any property on the perturbed
database is approximately the same whether or not an
individual value is present in the database
Magnitude of noise depends on privacy parameter and
sensitivity of data
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PPRL techniques: Encryption and
generalisation
Generalisation:
Generalises the records to overcome frequency attacks
For example k-anonymity: ensure every combination of
attribute values is shared by at least k records
Other techniques are value generalisation hierarchies,
top-down specialisation, and binning

Encryption schemes (SMC):
Commutative and homomorphic encryption are used
Secure scalar product, secure set intersection, and
secure set union are the most commonly used SMC
techniques
However, many are computationally expensive
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PPRL techniques: Secure multi-party
computation
Compute a function across several parties, such
that no party learns the information from the other
parties, but all receive the final results
[Yao, Foundations of Computer Science, 1982]

Simple example: Secure summation s =
Step 0:
Z=999

Party 1
x1=55

P

ix i.

Step 1: Z+x1= 1054

Step 4: s = 1169−Z
= 170

Step 3: ((Z+x1)+x2)+x3=1169

Party 2
x2=73

Step 2: (Z+x1)+x2 = 1127

Party 3
x3=42
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PPRL techniques: Bloom filters
Bloom filters are bit vectors initially set to 0-bits
Use k hash functions to hash-map a set of elements by
setting corresponding k bit positions to 1
A set of q-grams (string) or neighbour values (numerical)
are hash-mapped to allow approximate matching
Dice similarity of two Bloom filters b1 and b2 is
Dice_sim(b1 , b2 ) = (x12×c
+x2 ) , where c = |b1 ∩ b2 |, xi = |bi |
pe et te er

Num 1−bits

b1

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

1 0 1

7

b2

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 0

5

pe et te
Num common
1−bits

c=5

Dice_sim = 2 x 5
(7+5)
= 0.83
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Multi-Party PPRL (1)
Privacy-preserving linking of multiple databases
(more than two sources)
Example applications:
Health outbreak systems require data to be integrated
across human health data, travel data, drug data, and
animal health data
National security applications need to integrate data
from law enforcement agencies, Internet service
providers, businesses, and financial institutions

Additional challenges:
Exponential complexity with number of sources
Increased privacy risk of collusion
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Multi-Party PPRL (2)
Distributed similarity calculation:
[Vatsalan and Christen, CIKM, 2014]
Bloom filters are split into segments such that each
party processes a segment to calculate the number of
common 1-bits in its segment
Secure summation is applied to sum the number of
common 1-bits (ci ) and total 1-bits (xi ) in their Bloom
filter to calculate the similarity
p

P3

P2

Num 1−bits

b

1

1

1
0 0

b2

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

x =6

b3

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

x3 = 5

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1
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Interactive record linkage
Record linkage often involves uncertain linkages
that must be resolved manually
Visualisation tools to effectively support
interactive record linkage will also guide
standardising and cleaning the data
Interactive record linkage: People tuning and
managing errors in the data and false matches
from approximate record linkage algorithms
We define the properly tuned output from a
hybrid human-machine data integration
system as high quality record linkage
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Privacy-preserving interactive record
linkage framework
Privacy: Guarantee against attribute disclosure
and minimise identity disclosure
Interactive:
High quality record linkage requires a human
computer linkage system where people make
refinements to the uncertain linkages resulting
from automatic algorithms
There is a need to pass on the confidence level of
the linkages downstream to the analysis phase for
accurate analysis of the linked data
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Privacy-preserving interactive record
linkage approaches (1)
Decoupling of tables
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Privacy-preserving interactive record
linkage approaches (2)
Chaffing (add noise at record level)
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Privacy-preserving interactive record
linkage approaches (3)
Incremental disclosure using a privacy budget
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Data mining and analysis with linked
population data
Linked data by data integration improve data
quality and allows new and valuable knowledge
discovery and data mining not possible on
individual databases
Data integration consists of three major aspects
[Christen et al., ACM JDIQ, 2014]
Schema matching: which attributes in two database
schemas contain the same type of information
Data matching: which records in two databases refer
to the same entity
Data fusion: merging matched records into consistent
and coherent forms
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Uncertainty, bias and error in linkage
No shared error-free identifying attributes
Deterministic record linkage assumes error-free
identifying attributes and links records that have
exactly matching values in such attributes
In multiple data sources, such shared error-free
attributes are uncommon
When no error-free identifier is available, probabilistic
record linkage is used

Two types of possible errors:
Type I error: false matches, record pairs identified
as matches that are not true matches
Type II error: false non-matches, record pairs identified
as non-matches that are true matches
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Bias in linkage – An example
A study was conducted to link Medicaid claims
with evidence of pregnancy to vital records
[Bronstein et al., Maternal Child Health Journal, 2009]
Among the matched records, 13% did not include
claims for delivery services

Selection bias was examined
To assess how accurately the evaluation dataset
represents all Medicaid-covered pregnancies
Use of all pregnancy claims is likely to lower the match
rate, as not all women who receive pregnancy-related
services are represented by vital records
This selection bias introduced by using only evidence of
delivery can be avoided by using evidence of pregnancy
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Uncertainty and error propagation (1)
Analytic linking (1)
[Scheuren and Winkler, Survey Methodology, 1997]
Propagate uncertainty in record linkage into the
analysis
Intended to adjust for biases and uncertainty introduced
by linkage errors
Account for matching not directly comparable data and
the effect of matching error in analyses
For example, date of birth from one data source and
age from another source can be matched by estimating
a new value, estimated age, in the first source
Similarly, receipt and income from two different sources
can be matched by estimating a new value, estimated
income from receipt
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Uncertainty and error propagation (2)
Analytic linking (2)
Place predictors in one source that can be used to
improve matching with the second source
Use simple predicted values that may not account
for many types of matching error
After each matching pass, predictors are refined and
improved iteratively
Summary representations (in graphs) are successively
improved as erroneous data due to false matches are
eliminated
Matching accuracy can also be improved by targeting
outliers and systematic errors in the linked data
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Uncertainty and error propagation (3)
Bias adjustment [Scheuren and Winkler, Survey
Methodology, 1993; Lahiri and Larsen, JASA, 2005]
Use dependent variable from one source and
independent variable from the second source
If there is matching error, dependent and independent
variables associated with false matches will not
correspond as closely as those associated with true
matches
Bias adjustments are based on probabilities of false
match rates [Belin and Rubin, JASA, 1995]
Uses a mixture-model with weights for true matches and
false matches; EM algorithm is used for fitting mixtures to
find posterior modes
Variance in associated posterior is due to errors
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Uncertainty and error propagation (4)
Bridging files [Winker, ASA, 1999]
A large bridging file can be used to improve matching
of two smaller files
A bridging file is a large universe file that approximately
contains the two smaller files
For example, social security administration file of the
whole population
Although the bridging file does not generally have all
information for matching records from the two smaller
data files, it has sufficient information for reducing the
set of potential matches to small subsets
Additional linkage runs on the smaller data files can
then lead to higher proportions of matches
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Outlook, research directions and
conclusions (1)
Big Data challenges (4V’s) for population
informatics
Volume – increased volume of population data
Velocity – constantly updated
Variety – data from multiple heterogeneous sources
Veracity – inconsistent, incomplete, and erroneous
data

Scalability of linking large population databases
Advanced blocking/indexing/filtering techniques are
required
Parallelisation or distributed computing
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Outlook, research directions and
conclusions (2)
Integration of several databases from multiple
sources
Most work so far is limited to linking two databases
In many real applications data are required from
several organisations
Pair-wise integration or PPRL does not scale-up
Computational efforts increase with more parties
Preventing collusion between (sub-groups of) parties
becomes more difficult in PPRL
Identifying matching records across subsets of parties
requires more research in both non-PPRL and PPRL
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Outlook, research directions and
conclusions (3)
Linkage of dynamic and temporal population data
Population data are dynamic reflecting people’s
changes over time
Temporal information need to be considered
How to best store, index, and link dynamic data?
How can temporal information improve linkage quality?
Real-time linking and analysis

How to assess linkage quality?
Often no truth data available
Not possible in PPRL (as this would reveal sensitive
information)
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Outlook, research directions and
conclusions (4)
For linking historical data, the main challenge is
data quality (develop (semi-)automatic data cleaning
and standardisation techniques)

No training data in many situations
Employ active learning approaches
Visualisation for improved manual clerical review

Collections of test data sets which can be used
by researchers
Challenging (impossible?) to have true match status
Challenging as most data are either proprietary or
sensitive
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Outlook, research directions and
conclusions (5)
Frameworks that allow comparative experimental
studies
Develop practical PPRL techniques
Standard measures for privacy
Advanced blocking/filtering techniques for PPRL
Improved advanced classification techniques for PPRL
Methods to assess accuracy and completeness

Multi-party PPRL (a challenging task, due to
exponential comparison space and issue of collusion)

Pragmatic challenge: Collaborations across
multiple research disciplines
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Thank you for attending our tutorial!
Enjoy PAKDD and your stay in Auckland...
For questions please contact:
peter.christen@anu.edu.au
kum@tamu.edu
qing.wang@anu.edu.au
dinusha.vatsalan@anu.edu.au
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